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Introduction
Probit analysis is the primary statistical tool used to analyze dose-response data from laser retinal damage threshold experiments. Beginning about 1970, the U.S. Army Medical Research Detachment (USARMD) performed this analysis using small programs developed in-house and based on the procedure described by Frisch [1] . Since 1996, USAMRD has been using computer programs that have evolved from the original EZ-probit program developed by the U.S. Air Force Armstrong Laboratory [2] . The current version of this program is Probit version 2.1.2.3. Although it has undergone minor corrections and revisions, Probit has existed essentially in its current form since 1998.
The author has developed a new program, ProbitFit, as a replacement for Probit. The primary enhancement offered by ProbitFit is an on-screen graph of the dose-response data, as well as the resulting fits. In addition, a rudimentary data editor is included, allowing the researcher the capability to rapidly explore several "what if" scenarios.
ProbitFit was written using the Java programming language, and therefore should run on any operating system for which an appropriate Java Runtime Environment is available. Although based on entirely new code, ProbitFit uses the same iterative fitting procedure developed by Finney [3] that is used by Probit. Therefore, as a primary design goal, ProbitFit was required to reproduce the results of Probit when used to process the same data set.
This report first provides a brief overview of probit analysis. The iterative routine used by ProbitFit to fit the dose-response data is then outlined, followed by a description of the fiducial limit calculations. There is no attempt at mathematical rigor; for details, the reader is referred to Finney [3] .
Overview of Probit Analysis
Probit Analysis is a procedure used to analyze data in which the outcome of an experiment is quantal: there is a response (yes), or there is not a response (no). The probability of producing a response depends on the input parameters to the experiment. In an experiment to determine the laser-induced retinal damage threshold at a specified wavelength, pulse duration, and irradiance diameter, the input parameter is the energy of a pulse from the laser. A yes response corresponds to the observation of a lesion in the retina; no response means no alteration of the retina is observed.
Dose-Response Curve
In probit analysis, dose-response data is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution. That is, for a given dose q, the probability of a response is 1 where x = logl 0 (q). The goal is to find the values of p and a which best describe a set of experimental data. Figure 1 shows the characteristic sigmoid shape of this distribution. The curve in this figure illustrates a normal distribution having a mean ja = 1.0 and standard deviation ar = 0.2. The notation ED 5 o is used to refer to the the median effective dose, that is, dose at which the probability of producing a result is 50% (e.g. the laser pulse energy expected to produce a retinal lesion in half of the exposures). It is the ED 50 value obtained from a laser exposure experiment that is quoted as the damage threshold. From Equation 1, we can see that P(x = [u) = 0.5. Therefore, the ED 5 0 is related to the mean of the probability distribution as ED 5 0 = 10A. The ED 50 extracted from the curve of Figure 1 is ED5o = 101 = 10.0.
The steepness of the curve in Figure 1 is related to the standard deviation a-of the distribution. For exposure data exhibiting a very sharp threshold, a will be very small, and the dose-response curve will approach a step function. If the exposure data is of poorer quality, or will be larger, and the dose response curve will have a finite slope.
For the log-dose value X 8 4 = •+ ±a, the probability of producing a lesion is P(x8 4 ) = 0.84. The ED 84 dose is given by ED 8 4 = 10/+'. The ratio ED 8 4 /ED 5 o = 10' is directly related to the standard deviation of the dose-response distribution. In reports produced by USAMRD, the ratio EDs 4 /ED50 is referred to as the "slope of the probit curve," and is used as a measure of how tightly a damage threshold has been determined from laser exposure data. Typically, EDs 4 /ED50 is found to be in the range 1.0 to 2.0.
Note: At the log-dose value X16 = y -a, the probability of producing a lesion is P(x16) = 0.16. In this case ED 16 -10"-', and therefore the ratio ED 5 o/ED 16 -10' also gives a direct measure of the standard deviation of the dose-response distribution.
Probit Transformation
Making the change of variable
in Equation 1 leads to the following expression for the probability distribution:
By using the probit transformation, defined as
the probability distribution (Equation 3) becomes
The probit value Y = 5 corresponds to the mean log-dose p. Increasing the log-dose value x by la increases the probit value by 1.
Note: The Normal Equivalent Deviate is defined as Y = (x -P)/a, which takes on negative values for x < p. This made data analysis more difficult, especially before the wide availability of desktop computers. Defining the probit with an offset value of 5 generally limits the probit values to positive numbers. A probit of Y = 0 corresponds to x = p -5a. From Equation 1, P(y-5a) = 2.9 x 10-7, a probability value unlikely to be encountered in any realistic experiment. 
The slope and intercept are (from Equation 4)
Linearization makes it possible to extract information from the data using a graphical analysis [1] . After drawing a best-fit line by eye on a plot of probit vs. log-dose (Figure 2 ), p and u are determined using Equations 7 and 8. However, the probit transformation also serves as the basis for the automated fitting procedure used by ProbitFit (Section 3). 
Binomial Distribution and Exposures at a Single Dose
The log-normal distribution of Equation 1 gives the probability P(x) of a lesion being produced by a single exposure. If n exposures are made at the same dose, the probability of producing r lesions is determined from the binomial distribution:
r! (n-r)
The mean and variance in the expected number of lesions is
Var(r) = nP(x) ( 
Damage Threshold Experiments and Probit Analysis
An experimental determination of the damage threshold for laser-induced retinal injury generally consists of making exposures at a number of pulse energies in the retinas of one or more test subjects (usually non-human primates, or NHPs). The selected pulse energies are expected to bracket the damage threshold value. Multiple exposures at each pulse energy may be made. The retinal exposure sites are then examined ophthalmoscopically (usually 1 hour or 24 hours after exposure). The presence of a minimal visible lesion (MVL) is generally used to determine whether there was or was not a response to the particular laser pulse.
Assume ni exposures are made at the pulse energy (dose) qi, and ri lesions are observed, for each of the i = 1,..., k pulse energies used in the experiment. From Equation 11, the ratio pi = r/ni provides an estimate of the dose-response curve (Section 2.1) at the log-dose value xi = logl 0 (qi).
The experimentally determined dose-response curve, that is, the plot of the ratios pi versus the log-dose values xi, is expected to exhibit the characteristic sigmoid shape of Figure 1 . The goal of the probit analysis is to determine the values of the parameters ju and U such that Equation 1 best describes the data. The value for ED 5 0 and its fiducial limits (Section 4) may then be determined.
ProbitFit Fitting Procedure
ProbitFit uses an iterative fitting procedure to find the slope and intercept of the probit line. The mathematical derivation of the procedure, based on the Method of Maximum Likelihood, is described in detail by Finney [3] . It is difficult to work directly with the normal distribution curve of Equation 1 to derive the maximum likelihood equations. This is because, for example, partial derivatives of P(x) with respect to ju and a are required. Therefore, the derivation of the fitting procedure is based on using the probit transformation (Equation 4) to linearize the data.
The total probability of observing ri lesions in ni trials at log-dose xi for each of the i 1,. . ., k doses (pulse energies) is
It is assumed that the "true" dose-response distribution maximizes P. The total probability P is proportional to exp(L), where the likelihood function is
The dependence of L on the parameters a and b enters through Equations 5 and 6 for P(Y).
Maximizing the likelihood function L will maximize the total probability P. Doing this leads to an iterative procedure which, for each iteration, is identical to performing a weighted linear regression for the parameters a and b.
Input
The input needed for the fitting procedure is the experimentally-determined dose-response data: xi log 10 of the ith dose level ni # of trials at dose level xi ri # lesions observed at dose level xi pi = ri/ni Experimental estimate for P(xi) Note, however, that the input to ProbitFit consists of the raw dose-lesion data, which lists, for each trial, the dose (beam or pulse energy) at which the trial was run, and whether a lesion was produced. The program will process the raw data to calculate the xi, ni, ri and pi values. 
Iterative Fitting Procedure
The iterative fitting procedure used by ProbitFit can be outlined as follows:
1. Guess an initial value for the slope b and intercept a. ProbitFit starts with b = 0 and a = 5.
2. Calculate Yj = a + bxi for each log-dose value xi. 
Goodness of Fit, x 2
Although the fitting procedure produces a linear fit of the form of Equation 6 , recall that the goal is to fit the experimental data to the log-normal distribution curve, Equation 1. Therefore, the measure of the goodness of the fit is
is to be calculated using the final fit result. The weight of each point (dose level) is determined from the binomial distribution. Since pi = ri/ni, then from Equation 12
Var(pi) = P(xi) (1 -P(xi))
Using equations 16 and 17, this can be reduced to a form useful for calculations:
where yj is the working probit, and Yj is calculated from the final fit. A statistical test of the quality of the fit is then provided by the X 2 distribution for (k -2) degrees of freedom, where k is the number of different pulse energies used in the experiment.
Fiducial Limits
The fiducial limits are an estimate of the range of values for the ED 50 which is supported by the statistical analysis of the data with some specified level of confidence.
Uncertainties in the Fit
The probit fitting procedure provides an equation to calculate the expected probit value for a given log-dose value x
The fitting procedure also provides estimates Var(q) and Var(b) for the variance in the fit parameters Sand b. From this, the variance in the expected probit value may be determined:
Note that Var(Y) increases as the x moves away from the mean value t of the log-dose values used in the exposure experiment. 
Fiducial Limits for the Probit Value
where t is the normal deviate for the desired confidence level. That is, find t such that
The value t = 1.96 corresponds to a 95% confidence level.
The far right side of Equation 26 can be understood as follows: Po,.m(1.96) = 0.975, which means that the probability of finding a probit value Y > YUFL is 2.5%. By the symmetry of the normal probability density function, the probability of finding a probit value Y < YLFL is also 2.5%. Therefore, the probit value is expected to be in the range YLFL <_ Y < YUFL with a probability of 95%. Figure 3 shows the results of a probit analysis 6n a set of experimental laser exposure data. The 95% confidence level fiducial curves have been included. Note that they have the characteristic bowed shape expected from Equations 24, 25 and 23.
Fiducial Limits on the Dose
Of greater interest is the dose and the fiducial limits on that dose that produces a response with a specified probability level. Of particular interest here is the laser beam power or pulse energy that will produce a retinal lesion in 50% of exposures, i.e., the ED50.
The method for locating the fiducial limits for the ED 5 0 is illustrated in Figure 3 . The horizontal line in the figure indicates the 50% probability of response level. This level intersects the straight probit curve at the ED 50 dose level (as indicated by the dropped vertical line in the figure) . The dose at which the 50% level intersects the fiducial curve to the left of the probit line is the Lower Fiducial Limit for the ED 50 , while the dose at which this level intersects the fiducial curve to the right of the probit line gives the Upper Fiducial Limit for the ED 5 0.
Mathematically, Equations 24 and 25 are inverted to solve for the values XUFL and XLFL such that YUFL and YLFL are equal to the probit value corresponding to the desired response level. For the ED 50 , this value is Y = 5. For the response probability P, the fiducial limits on xp = logl 0 (EDp) are
The +(-) corresponds to the upper (lower) limit. The upper and lower fiducial limits for the EDp are then lOXUFL and 1OXLFL.
Because of the shape of the fiducial curves (and also because the independent variable is the log 10 of the dose), the fiducial limits will be asymmetric about EDp. As Figure 3 indicates, the asymmetry increases the further the probability level is from 50%.
If the heterogeneity factor h = X 2 /(k -2) is large (i.e. is significant as measured by the X 2 distribution for k -2 degrees of freedom, where k is the number of exposure levels considered), then the variances in Equation 27 must be multiplied by h, and the factor t is obtained from a Student's t-distribution. (See Finney [3] for details.)
Comparison of the ProbitFit and Probit Programs
In their report, Cain, Noojin and Manning [2] compared several procedures for performing a probit analysis with the Finney method (as implemented in Probit). Although they noted some differences in the results obtained by different methods, these differences were generally inconsequential compared to experimental uncertainties. In this section, we compare results from ProbitFit and Probit for three sample data sets. Numerical values are deliberately quoted to more decimal places than would normally be reported.
70 msec Pulse Data
This data set, taken from Table A-II of Frisch [1] , is for 70 msec pulsed exposure data. The data has been binned by the pulse energy. Table 1 lists results of fitting this data set using ProbitFit and Figure 4 : Dose-response and probability curve graphs of ProbitFit fits to 70 msec pulsed data [1] .
Probit. Figure 4 shows a graph of the data set and the resulting fit which has been generated by the ProbitFit program.
The two programs have produced identical results, although the ProbitFit program required far fewer iterations. The programs were run with their default settings. In particular, the default tolerance used to test for convergence in the fitting procedure is far tighter in Probit (1 part in 10`8 for Probit versus 1 part in 10-9 for ProbitFit). The results obtained here indicate that the default tolerance used by Probit is far tighter than necessary to obtain an good fit to the data.
3.5 nsec Pulse Data at 540 nm
This data set was obtained for exposures at the wavelength 540 nsec for 3.5 nsec pulses [5] . In this case, the data was not pre-binned by pulse energy before analysis. A comparison of the results obtained using ProbitFit and Probit is presented in Table 2 . Once again, the two program produce the same results. Graphs of the ProbitFit results are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 : Dose-response and probability curve graphs of ProbitFit fits to 3.5 nsec pulsed data at A = 540 nm [5] . Figure 6 : Dose-response and probability curve graphs of ProbitFit fits corneal threshold data at \ = 1.33 jim [6] .
1.33 pm corneal threshold data
This data set was recorded for a measurement of the corneal damage threshold for exposures at a wavelength of 1.33 jm [6] . A comparison of the ProbitFit and Probit results is presented in Table 3 . Figure 6 shows a graph of the ProbitFit results.
Although the ED 5 0 and ED 84 values are identical, there is a discrepancy at the 10-5 level between the fiducial limits calculated by the two programs. The origin of this discrepancy is not clear. It is unlikely to be related to the convergence test for the fit procedure, since the EDp values are identical. The difference is considered insignificant for practical purposes.
Conclusion
The ProbitFit program to perform a probit analysis of dose-response data has been developed by the author for USAMRD. ProbitFit produces essentially identical results as Probit version 2.1.2.3 when used to analyze the same data set, while adding the significant capability to produce graphs of the data and resulting fits. ProbitFit can therefore be recommended as a new tool for the analysis of laser damage threshold experiments.
A Selected Source Code Files
ProbitFit was written using the Java programming language. It was developed using the Java 1.5 JDK from Sun Microsystems [7] . Much of the source code deals with the user interface, and is not reproduced here. This appendix contains the source code for the classes used to store data, implement the iterative fitting procedure, and subsequently calculate the effective dose (EDp) values and associated fiducial limits.
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